
Staying alive during coronavirus

The nursing home escape



Schaffhausen, Switzerland



There is a severe shortage 
of the necessary sanitary 
products like facemasks. 
Stock is getting confiscated 
by the government like the 
one in Schaffhausen.

People have to fight to keep 
even a few facemasks.



Like most nursing homes “Wiesli” has to close its gates. All visits are forbidden in 
order to protect the residents as people over 65 are part of the coronavirus high-risk 

group. However, this can be brutal for people and cause isolation and loneliness.



Samuel, 98 and Trudi, 90 are an old couple and a well-practiced team. Samuel is still up on his feet and 
likes to push his wife in her wheelchair. They have set routines that provide them structure and security.

Trudi are you coming? 
We have to go down for lunch. 

It’s already twelve o’clock.
We can’t go downstairs Samuel, 
remember? They have to bring 

lunch to our room.



The staff is taking 
all precautions and 
trying to make the best 
of this situation for all 
residents. 

They disinfect their hand 
regularly, wear masks 
and keep track of all 
employees that are 
working in the house.







Residents are not allowed to leave the property so grocery shopping is now handled 
by the staff. They hand out shopping lists however they only offer UHT milk which 

Trudi despises. She is determined to get proper milk.



The staff is taking some residents for a stroll in the garden wearing masks and keeping distance. 
This is when Trudi and Samuel sneak out.



No one saw them leaving and they are off on their little adventure. Samuel is as always pushing Trudi 
in her wheelchair. Both are not wearing masks but don’t feel nervous going to the store.



When they arrive at the grocery store 
they face yet another little incident. 
The disinfectant is clearly not meant 
for people in wheelchairs and Trudi 
has trouble reaching up.







Back at home they enjoy 
their coffee with milk and 
are already planning their 
next escape.
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